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Procalcitonin (PCT) (i.e. a precursor of calcitonin) attracts much attention as a reliable biomarker of bacterial

infections because its concentration increases rapidly in the blood when bacterial infections occur in the

body. Sepsis may occur due to indiscriminate and vigorous proliferation of infectious bacteria, and

accordingly early diagnosis and treatment of bacterial infection are of crucial importance. However,

current diagnostic methods for sepsis suffer from long assay time, multiple and complex assay steps,

inaccuracy, and requirement of analytical equipments. The goal of this study is to develop an advanced

one-step-immunoassay that enables quick and accurate diagnosis of sepsis through measuring the PCT

concentration in patient sera, which is based on self-enhancement of optical detection signals from

large gold particles (i.e. clusters of gold nanoparticles) that are formed on the agglomerates of PCT-

bound 3-dimensional (3D) probes. The 3D probe is constructed through attaching polyclonal anti-PCT

antibodies (IgGs) to the surface of a modified hepatitis B virus (HBV) capsid, where both tandem repeats

of the B domain of Staphylococcal protein A (SPAB) and the hexa-histidine tag are inserted into each

HBV core protein (i.e. subunit of HBV capsid). That is, anti-PCT IgGs are attached via strong interaction

between the Fc region and surface-exposed SPAB. Furthermore, hook effect-free and PCT

concentration-dependent optical signals were consistently generated by adding both bovine serum

albumin (BSA) and nickel ions to patient sera and also by optimally adjusting the 3D probe concentration.

Compared to conventional chemiluminescent microparticle immunoassay (CMIA) showing poor linearity

of detection signals, this novel immunoassay accurately detected PCT with good linearity between PCT

concentrations and optical signals in a wide range of PCT concentrations (0.05–200 ng mL�1) and also

showed a sufficiently low limit of detection, resulting in 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity when

tested with 30 sepsis patients and 30 healthy individuals.
Introduction

Bacterial infection can happen in any part of the body and oen
causes serious diseases such as pneumonia, meningitis, etc.1 If
the infection is not appropriately treated at an early stage, sepsis
may occur due to spreading of the bacteria to the bloodstream,2

which induces a dysregulated host response and causes life-
threatening organ dysfunction.2,3 The patient mortality of
severe sepsis is 25 to 30% and increases up to 40 to 70% for
septic shock,3–5 indicating that rapid and accurate diagnosis
and timely treatment of sepsis is essential to enhancing survival
rate.6–8 However, ‘gold standard’ of sepsis diagnosis that
enables both high speed and high accuracy is not currently
available.9,10

Because septic symptoms including fever, tachycardia,
tachypnea, and leukocytosis4,7 are not sepsis-specic, or overlap
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with those of other noninfectious systemic inammation,4,11

either blood culture or detection of sepsis-specic biomarkers
has been used as diagnostic assay method.9–12 Blood culture is
a direct method for conrming bacterial infection13–16 but it
takes 1 to 3 days until the assay is completed and therefore is
not suitable for rapid diagnosis. Furthermore, this labor-
intensive method suffers from low sensitivity and may miss
slow-growing or fastidious bacteria.16,17 Polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR)-based assay can detect bacterial cells within several
hours but is not sufficiently sensitive for the blood samples
containing bacteria at low concentration such as approximately
1 to 100 colony forming units. Therefore, this PCRmethod oen
requires a culture-enrichment step, leading to delayed assay
and increased cost.18–20

Recently, PCT has attracted much attention as a reliable
biomarker for sepsis. PCT (116 amino acids, 13 kDa) is
a precursor of calcitonin produced in C-cells of thyroid gland21,22

and closely associated with host responses to bacterial infec-
tion.22–25 Under normal conditions, mature calcitonin is
secreted into blood aer pro-sequence of PCT is removed in the
cells,12 and accordingly serum concentration of PCT in healthy
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21375–21383 | 21375
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individuals are very low.22However, in case of bacterial infection
PCT production is induced by bacterial endotoxin and inam-
matory mediators such as tumor necrosis factor and
interleukin-6, followed by rapid increase of serum concentra-
tion of PCT.23 Reportedly, PCT concentration correlates with
severity of sepsis.26–28 Although well-known inammatory indi-
cator C-reactive protein (CRP) has been also considered as
a biomarker for bacterial infection, it is currently accepted that
PCT is more reliable than CRP in the accurate diagnosis of
sepsis,29 because compared to CRP, PCT concentration
increases at earlier stage of bacterial infection and nally
increases by several thousand fold more,29,30 providing a better
negative predictive value.12,31,32 Reportedly,33 less than 0.1 ng
mL�1 of PCT has been detected in healthy individuals, whereas
PCT concentrations at early stage of infection is higher than 0.5
ng mL�1. Patients with severe sepsis have PCT concentrations
over 2 ng mL�1, and patients under septic shock have PCT
concentrations over 10 ng mL�1.33

As PCT assay methods, lateral ow assay (LFA) such as
BRAHMS PCT-Q (ThermoFisher Scientic, Waltham, MA, USA)
and immunoluminometric assay such as LUMItest have been
reported.12 BRAHMS PCT-Q can rapidly detect serum PCT levels
in 30 min but is only semi-quantitative and not sensitive
enough to detect moderately elevated PCT concentrations.12,34

Luminometer-dependent LUMItest using two different mono-
clonal antibodies with one being luminescence-labeled is useful
for diagnosis of severe sepsis, but it is not sensitive enough to
detect mildly or moderately elevated PCT levels.12,35–38 These
indicate that both BRAHMS PCT-Q and LUMItest are not
adequate for early diagnosis of sepsis that requires high sensi-
tivity and quantitative accuracy.

In this study, we accurately and rapidly measured PCT using
an enhanced one-step-immunoassay that is performed through
the following events that occur simultaneously and rapidly in
assay solution: PCT-dependent clustering of gold ion-adsorbed
3D probes, gold ion reduction, and rapid formation of large
gold particles, which enables self-enhancement of optical
signals. To avoid undesirable hook effect, the amount of anti-
PCT 3D probes was optimally adjusted, and for quantitatively
consistent and accurate assay, bovine serum albumin (BSA) and
nickel ions (Ni2+) were added to patient sera prior to the
immunoassay. We successfully detected PCT over a broad range
of concentrations (0.05–200 ng mL�1), and assay sensitivity and
specicity were all 100% in the diagnosis of 30 sepsis patients
and 30 healthy individuals, indicating that this one-step-
immunoassay is suitable for accurate diagnosis of early-stage
sepsis as well as severe sepsis and septic shock.

Methods
Synthesis of anti-PCT 3D probes

To detect PCT in patient sera for diagnosing sepsis, anti-PCT 3D
probes were prepared as described in Fig. 1. Through assembly
PCR with appropriate primers, we prepared two clones derived
from hepatitis B virus (HBV) core protein (HBVcAg) gene, which
code for NH2-NdeI-hexahistidine(H6)-HBVcAg(1–78)-G4SG4T-
XhoI-COOH and NH2-BamHI-G4SG4S-HBVcAg(81–149)-HindIII-
21376 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21375–21383
COOH. To replace P79A80 of HBVcAg with tandem repeat of B
domain (209–271) of Staphylococcal protein A (SPAB), we
prepared two additional clones, NH2-XhoI-SPAB-EcoRI-COOH
and NH2-EcoRI-SPAB-BamHI-COOH. Sequential ligation of these
four clones was performed to construct the expression vector
pT7-HBVC-HSPA, which encodes NH2–H6-HBVcAg(1–78)-
G4SG4T-(SPAB)2-G4SG4-HBVcAg(81–149)-COOH (i.e., H6-SPAB-
capsid). Aer complete DNA sequencing of the gel-puried
expression plasmid vector, Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3)
[F�ompThsdSB(rB

�mB�)] was transformed with pT7-HBVC-
HSPA and ampicillin-resistant transformants were selected.
The experimental procedures for gene expression, purication,
and transmission electron microscope (TEM) image analysis of
H6-SPAB-capsid are described in our previous report.39 Expres-
sion level and solubility of H6-SPAB-capsid were analyzed using
a densitometer (GS-800, BIO-RAD Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and
image analysis soware (Quantity One, BIO-RAD Inc., Hercules,
CA, USA) (ESI Fig. S1†). Sheep anti-PCT polyclonal IgG antibody
(cat. no. PA1-75361, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was diluted
to 5 (or 50) mgmL�1 in a nal volume of 200 mL PBS consisting of
2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 2 mM KH2PO4, and 10 mM
Na2HPO4 at pH 7.2 and was subsequently mixed with H6-SPAB-
capsid at the concentration of 6.25 (or 62.5) mg mL�1 in 800 mL
PBS buffer (pH 7.4). The mixture was then incubated with mild
stirring at 4 �C for 12–16 h to prepare the pre-assay solution.
One-step-immunoassay for detecting PCT

Preparation of standard PCT serum solution. We tested sera
of actual sepsis patients and also prepared standard PCT serum
solutions containing recombinant human PCT (rPCT) to eval-
uate quantitative performance of one-step-immunoassay: 2 mL
of rPCT (cat. no. RP-75698; Invitrogen) at 0.1 mg mL�1 was
added to 998 mL of healthy donor sera (Seoul National University
Hospital Biomedical Research Institute, Seoul, Republic of
Korea), followed by serial dilution with healthy sera, resulting in
the standard serum solutions of rPCT at the concentrations of
0.01–200 ng mL�1. All procedures of using patient and healthy
sera were performed in accordance with the Guidelines for Care
and Use of human biological materials of Korea university and
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Korea University.
And the consent for use of all human sera was obtained from
the Seoul National University Hospital Biomedical Research
Institute. To prevent free gold ions (Au3+) from binding to serum
proteins, nickel ion (Ni2+) solution containing 25% (w/v) NiCl2
(cat. No. 451193; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) in PBS
was mixed with the sera at 1 : 49 ratio (v/v) prior to
immunoassays.

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) preparation. To prevent free Au
ions from binding to BSA, 0.18 g of NiCl2 was added to a BSA
solution containing 15% (w/v) BSA (cat. no. BAC65; Equitech-
Bio Inc., Kerrville, TX, U.S.A.) in 30 mL of PBS (pH 7.4), fol-
lowed by mild stirring at 4 �C.

One-step-immunoassay of PCT. To prepare pre-assay solu-
tion, Au3+ ion solution containing 0.5% (w/v) HAuCl4 (cat. no.
254169; Sigma Aldrich) in 500 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) wasmixed with
a solution of anti-PCT 3D probes. The mixture was then
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of advanced one-step-immunoassay of PCT in patient serum.
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incubated with mild stirring at 4 �C for 12–16 h. To perform the
one-step-immunoassay for sepsis diagnosis, 24 mL of the pre-
assay solution, 6 mL of BSA solution, 2 mL of patient or healthy
donor serum, and 8 mL of L-ascorbic acid (LAA) (cat. no. A7506;
Sigma Aldrich) [0.05 M in PBS (pH 7.4)] were added to each well
of a 384-well plate (cat. 3680; Corning Inc., Corning, NY, U.S.A.).
Absorbance at 564 nm (O.D.564 nm) was measured immediately
and every 5 minutes using an Innite M200 Pro microplate
reader (TECAN, Männedorf, Switzerland) at room temperature.
Chemiluminescent microparticle immunoassay (CMIA) using
standard PCT serum solutions

Standard PCT serum solutions containing rPCT at the concen-
trations of 0.01–200 ng mL�1 that were prepared as described
above were analyzed using ARCHITECT B$R$A$H$M$S PCT
CMIA (Abbott, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.) that was available at Green
Cross Laboratory (Yong-In, Republic of Korea).
TEM, dynamic light scattering (DLS), and energy dispersive X-
ray (EDX) analyses of assay solutions

For TEM analysis 7 mL of assay solution was dropped onto 200
square mesh copper grids with carbon lm (Electron Micros-
copy Science, Hateld, PA, U.S.A.). Two minutes later, the grids
were washed twice with distilled water. Samples on the grids
were stained with 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate solution and subse-
quently air-dried for 1 h. TEM and EDX spectroscopy analyses
were conducted using a Tecnai 20 TEM (FEI, Hillsboro, OR,
U.S.A) operated at 200 kV. TEM images were obtained using
a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and FEI-imaging so-
ware installed on the Tecnai 20 TEM. The hydrodynamic size of
gold particles (i.e. AuNP clusters formed on agglomerates of 3D
probe–PCT complexes) was determined through DLS analysis
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
using a 90 Plus Zeta Potential/Particle Size Analyzer (Broo-
khaven Instruments, NY, U.S.A.).
Results and discussion
Design, synthesis and construction of anti-PCT 3D probes

The HBV capsid that consists of 240 subunit proteins (i.e. core
proteins) was genetically modied by inserting hexa-histidine
peptide (H6) and tandem repeat of B domain of Staphylo-
coccal protein A (SPAB) to the N-terminus and exible loop
region of core protein, respectively (Fig. 1). The modied core
proteins were expressed in E. coli and self-assembled into the
capsid-like particles (H6-SPAB-capsid) in the cytoplasm. As both
of the N-terminus and loop region of native core protein are
located on the external surface of HBV capsid,40 the inserted H6

and SPAB were also exposed to the outside of the modied
capsid. We then attached anti-PCT polyclonal antibodies (IgGs)
onto the modied capsids through specic and strong inter-
action between SPAB and Fc region of anti-PCT IgGs (Kd ¼ 6.2 �
10�10 M),41 resulting in the construction of anti-PCT 3D probes
(Fig. 1).
One-step-immunoassay for accurate and rapid detection of
PCT

Recently, we reported a novel one-step-immunoassay method
using antibody-conjugated 3D probes involved in pre-assay
solution where gold ions (Au3+) were chemisorbed onto the H6

peptides on the 3D probes via coordination bond, and also free
Au3+ is present in the same solution. As soon as a patient serum
and reducing agent (L-ascorbic acid, LAA) are mixed with the
pre-assay solution above, the 3D probes bind to a disease-
specic marker, immediately followed by the agglomeration
of 3D probe–marker binding complexes. At the same time, the
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21375–21383 | 21377



Fig. 2 Results of advanced one-step-immunoassay of PCT. (a) Time-
course absorbance profile of the one-step-immunoassay, showing
that absorbance is maximized at 564 nm. (b) Time-course change in
absorbance at 564 nm (O.D.564 nm) in the one-step-immunoassay of 4
healthy sera with Ni2+ and without Ni2+. (c) Time-course change in
O.D.564 nm in the one-step-immunoassay of healthy serum and stan-
dard serum solution containing rPCT (10 ngmL�1) with BSA at different
concentrations (10, 12.5, 15, and 20% w/v). Time-course change in
O.D.564 nm in the one-step-immunoassay of healthy sera and standard
serum solutions containing rPCT at different concentrations (d) from
0.5 to 25 ng rPCT per mL and (e) from 0.01 to 0.5 ng rPCT per mL.
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clusters of gold nanoparticles (AuNP) form on the surface of the
3D probe–marker agglomerate through the reduction of both
chemisorbed and free Au3+ by LAA, resulting in the formation of
large gold particles, which enables self-enhancement of optical
signals, measured as optical density (O.D.) at a particular wave
length (564 nm in this study, Fig. 2a) (ESI Fig. S2–S4†).42–44

However, this assay method has intrinsic problems, because
assay performance is signicantly affected not only by serum
viscosity that varies depending on individual physiological
condition but also by non-specic adsorption of free gold ions
of pre-assay solution to various serum proteins, which is asso-
ciated with molecular diffusion of 3D probes and markers and
gold particle formation, respectively.

In this study, we also included polyclonal anti-PCT IgG-
conjugated 3D probes and both chemisorbed and free Au3+ in
pre-assay solution but obviously improved assay performance
through resolving the problems above as follows: (1) nickel ion
(Ni2+) was added to each serum before the serum is mixed with
pre-assay solution, (2) the volume of serum to be added to the
pre-assay solution was minimized, and (3) bovine serum
albumin (BSA) was added to assay solution prior to beginning
one-step-immunoassay. The addition of Ni2+ to individual
serum implies the prior binding of Ni2+ to various serum
proteins before each serum sample is mixed with pre-assay
solution, which enables consistent and true optical signals by
preventing non-specic adsorption of free Au3+ in pre-assay
solution to the serum proteins. As shown in Fig. 2b, the addi-
tion of Ni2+ (0.04 mL, 25% w/v) to different healthy sera (1.96 mL)
did not emit any false signals even at 1 h aer the one-step-
immunoassay began, while the immunoassay without the Ni2+

addition to the same sera caused a notable false signals during
the same period of assay. The reduced serum volume and added
BSA contribute towards keeping the viscosity of total assay
solution nearly constant, leading to constant diffusion of 3D
probes and disease marker molecules and hence helping the
markers to be detected by 3D probes with consistent efficiency.
Fig. 2c shows that when total assay solution (40 mL) contains 6
mL of BSA (15% w/v) solution, the assay signals between stan-
dard serum solution containing rPCT (10 ng mL�1) and healthy
sera was the most apparently differentiated. As the concentra-
tion of BSA solution decreased to 12.5% w/v or lower, false
positive signals from healthy sera appeared more rapidly, which
is presumably because the lower content of BSA caused lower
viscosity of assay solution, higher molecular diffusion of Au3+

and LAA, and hence higher reduction rate of Au3+, thereby
leading to more rapid formation of gold particles even in
healthy sera. The limit of detection (LOD) of this assay was
estimated in a wide range of PCT concentration (0.01 to 25 ng
mL�1) (Fig. 2d and e), showing that the absorbance (O.D.564 nm)
gradually decreases as PCT concentration sequentially
decreases from 25 to 0.05 ng mL�1 but O.D.564 nm at 0.01 ng PCT
per mL is nearly equal to that of healthy sera. Therefore, it
seems that the LOD lies between 0.01 and 0.05 ng PCT per mL,
indicating that this assay is sensitive enough to accurately
diagnose sepsis patients even with mild symptoms.33
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Hook effect-associated problem in the one-step-immunoassay of PCT. (a) Time-course box plot of O.D.564 nm with quantiles and (b)
O.D.564 nm at 60 min in the one-step-immunoassay of PCT using 30 healthy (H) and 30 sepsis patients sera (P) (COV: cut-off-value (the average
O.D.564 nm of healthy sera + 3 � standard deviation)). (c) Schematic illustration of hook effect problems in the PCT detection through the one-
step-immunoassay.
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Application of one-step-immunoassay to diagnosis of sepsis
patients

The one-step-immunoassay was applied to the diagnosis of 30
sepsis patients using 30 healthy sera as negative controls. (Total
assay solution (40 mL) contains 24 mL of pre-assay solution, 6 mL
of BSA (15% w/v) solution, 2 mL of patient or healthy serum (1.96
mL serum + 0.04 mL Ni2+ (25%w/v) solution), and 8 mL of LAA.) In
the assay of patient sera, the appreciable dark blue color began
to appear between 35 and 45 min and continuously increased
up to the end of assay, or 60min, while for healthy sera, no color
change was observed during the same period of assay, which
was measured as O.D.564 nm as presented in Fig. 3a. However, it
is worthy of note that O.D.564 nm of two sera (#5 and #14) and
one serum (#10) out of 30 patient sera was below and slightly
above cut-off-value (COV, calculated as 0.085), respectively,
indicating that two false negative and one weak positive signals
were observed for the 30 patients who were diagnosed denitely
as sepsis (Fig. 3b). The appearance of these wrong signals is
presumed due to hook effect. In general, immunoassay signals
increase as concentration of target analyte (i.e. antigen)
increases, but when concentration of target antigen is much
higher than that of capture probes (i.e. the antigen-binding
antibodies), the assay signals rather decreases because too
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
much extra antigens prevent signal-generating reporter probes
(e.g. enzyme-linked secondary antibodies) from binding to
antigen–antibody complexes, which is dened as hook
effect.45,46 The hook effect can happen in this one-step-
immunoassay as illustrated as Fig. 3c. That is, when PCT
concentration is relatively too high compared to 3D probe
concentration, the extra PCT can prevent the agglomeration of
3D probe–PCT binding complexes because all anti-PCT IgGs of
3D probes are saturated, or coated with PCT (Fig. 3c).

Enhanced diagnostic accuracy by resolving hook effect
problem in the detection of PCT

When all the PCT-binding sites of 3D probes are occupied by
PCT, the interaction between the 3D probe–PCT complexes is
totally interfered, causing signicantly lowered assay signals
even at high PCT concentrations. In patients with severe sepsis,
serum concentration of PCT is known to be 100–200 ng
mL�1.47,48 We used the same pre-assay solution containing anti-
PCT 3D probes at the concentration of 0.005 mg mL�1, which
was used for the one-step-immunoassays of PCT at the
concentrations of 0.05–25 ng mL�1 (Fig. 2 and 3) to detect PCT
at much higher concentrations (50–200 ng mL�1), and then the
assay signals notably decreased as presented in Fig. 4a. When
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21375–21383 | 21379



Fig. 4 Improvement of one-step-immunoassay through resolving the
hook effect-associated problem of Fig. 3. Time-course change in
O.D.564 nm in the one-step-immunoassay of standard serum solutions
containing rPCT at the concentration of 25 to 200 ng mL�1 using the
pre-assay solution containing anti-PCT 3D probe at the concentration
of (a) 0.005 mg mL�1 and (b) 0.05 mg mL�1. Time-course change in
O.D.564 nm in the one-step-immunoassay of two healthy and three
sepsis patient sera (#5, #10, and #14, showing false negative signals in
Fig. 3b) using the pre-assay solution containing anti-PCT 3D probe at
the concentration of (c) 0.005 mg mL�1 and (d) 0.05 mg mL�1.

21380 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21375–21383
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a new pre-assay solution containing the anti-PCT 3D probes at
10-times higher concentration (0.05 mg mL�1) was used in the
same immunoassays of Fig. 4a, the assay signals dramatically
increased, i.e. increased proportionally to the PCT concentra-
tion in a higher range (50 to 200 ng mL�1) (Fig. 4b). Further, the
new pre-assay solution was used to diagnose sepsis using the
patient sera #5, #10, and #14 of Fig. 3b, and unlike the results of
Fig. 3b, true positive signals were generated from all the three
sera (Fig. 4c and d), indicating that #5, #10, and #14 are the sera
of severe sepsis patients with high PCT concentration. Through
increasing anti-PCT 3D probes in the pre-assay solution, the
lowered assay signals by hook effect were successfully corrected
to true positive signals.
Quantitative diagnostic performance: one-step-immunoassay
vs. CMIA

The detection of serum PCT is now commercially performed
through CMIA, which is available at Green Cross Laboratory.
Standard serum solutions containing PCT were prepared
through spiking rPCT in healthy sera at the concentrations of
0.5–200 ng mL�1 and were tested using CMIA at Green Cross
Laboratory. From Fig. 5a, 0.5 ng PCT per mL serum, a threshold
concentration below which the individual is not regarded as
sepsis patient, was shown to be below LOD of CMIA. The
highest PCT concentration, 200 ng mL�1, was not clearly
measured either, because the concentration is likely beyond the
detection range (Fig. 5a). Furthermore, it is worthy of note that
the PCT concentrations measured by CMIA poorly correlated
with the standard PCT concentrations (Fig. 5b). However, as
presented in Fig. 5c and d, the assay signals measured by one-
step-immunoassay show a fairly good linearity with the stan-
dard PCT concentrations in the entire range of concentration
(0.05–200 ng mL�1).
Conclusions

One-step-immunoassay using pre-assay solution containing 3D
probes (i.e. anti-marker polyclonal IgGs attached on the modi-
ed capsid that is constructed through inserting H6 and SPAB
onto the external surface of HBV capsid) and both the 3D probe-
chemisorbed and free Au3+ enables self-enhancement of optical
signals at a particular wave length. This immunoassay is based
on disease marker-induced formation of gold nanoparticle
clusters on the surface of the 3D probe-marker agglomerates in
assay solution. Although the one-step-immunoassay is highly
efficient in terms of assay speed and convenience, it suffers
from the following intrinsic problems: (1) non-specic adsorp-
tion of free Au3+ in pre-assay solution to various serum proteins,
which hampers marker concentration-dependent generation of
assay signals and (2) severe variation in viscosity of total assay
solution depending on added serum viscosity, which signi-
cantly affects diffusion of 3D probes, markers, free Au3+, and
reducing agent in assay solution and oen results in inconsis-
tent assay signals.

For resolving these problems, we modied the one-step-
immunoassay as follows: (1) nickel ion (Ni2+) was added to
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Quantitative assays of PCT: CMIA vs. advanced one-step-
immunoassay. (a) Results of CMIA using standard serum solutions
containing rPCT at the concentration of 0.5 to 200 ng mL�1. (b)
Linearity between measured signals and actual rPCT concentrations
for the assay results of (a). Linearity between measured signals and
actual rPCT concentrations for the results of advanced one-step-
immunoassay of standard serum solutions containing rPCT (c) at the
low and medium concentrations of rPCT (0.05 to 25 ng mL�1) and (d)
at the high concentrations of rPCT (25 to 200 ng mL�1). (The
concentration of anti-PCT 3D probe in pre-assay solution was
0.005 mg mL�1 in (c) and 0.05 mg mL�1 in (d).).
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each serum before the serum is mixed with pre-assay solution,
which always enables the generation of true positive signals for
all sepsis patients by preventing non-specic adsorption of free
Au3+ to the serum proteins and (2) bovine serum albumin (BSA)
was added to assay solution prior to beginning one-step-
immunoassay with minimizing the volume of serum to be
added to the pre-assay solution, which contributes towards
keeping the viscosity of total assay solution nearly constant,
leading to constant diffusion of all assay components (3D
probes, disease marker, Au3+, and reducing agent) and hence
helping the markers to be detected with consistent efficiency.
The LOD of this modied one-step-immunoassay lies between
0.01 and 0.05 ng PCT per mL, indicating that this assay is
sensitive enough to accurately diagnose sepsis patients even at
an early stage.

Furthermore, to avoid hook effect-associated problem that
happens when PCT concentration is relatively too high
compared to 3D probe concentration and hence the extra PCT
prevents the normal agglomeration of 3D probe–PCT binding
complexes, we optimized the 3D probe concentration in pre-
assay solution, and as a result, the false negative signals from
the severe sepsis patients with high PCT concentration was
successfully converted to true positive signals. Standard serum
samples containing PCT at the concentrations of 0.5 to 200 ng
mL�1 were also tested using CMIA, but the assay signals poorly
correlated with the standard PCT concentrations, while the one-
step-immunoassay signals from the same standard serum
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
samples show a fairly good linearity with the entire range of PCT
concentration. Although the diagnosis of sepsis is demon-
strated as a proof-of-concept here, this approach can provide
quantitative accuracy in the detection of other diseases markers
as well as high assay speed and convenience and therefore can
be used as a general diagnostic platform for point-of-care
testing of various bacterial infection-related diseases.
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